
Product Info for OLIGHT M18 Striker Tactical Flashlight  
The M18 Striker is a defensive adaptation of the M18 Maverick. With an aggressive bezel and 
simple user interface, this tool is the ultimate self-defense flashlight. Depressing the clicky 
tailcap switch instantly blasts 800 lumens with either momentary or constant on. And because 
the highest output always comes on first, there is no room for error when you want to access the 
highest output to stop any assailant in his tracks. An 800-lumen strobe paired with the 1/4" 
stainless steel strike bezel offer last-resort defensive options for your protection. If you need a 
lower-lumen output for a non-defensive scenario, a 150-lumen output is also available. Powered 
by two CR123As, two RCR123As or a single 18650, the M18 Striker is perfect for concealed or 
every day carry to keep you safe in any situation. 

Specifications for Olight M18 Striker Flashlight: 

Beam Distance: 525 ft / 160m 
Peak Beam Intensity: 6,435 cd 
Water Test: IPX-8 (waterproof up to 2 meters) 
Drop Test: 6.6 ft / 2m 
LED: Cree XLamp XM-L2 
Batteries: 2x CR123A, 2x RCR123A, or 1x 18650
Length: 5.2 in / 132.5mm 
Weight: 2.0 oz / 57.5 g (excluding batteries) 
Bezel Diameter: 0.9 in / 23mm 

Light Output 
Mode 1: 800 Lumens  
Mode 2: 150 Lumens  

Runtime 
Mode 1: 1.8 Hours  
Mode 2: 8 Hours  

Features of Olight M18 Striker Flashlight: 

 Instant access to 800 lumens 
 Aggressive strike bezel that serves as an additional defensive tool 
 Tailcap switch clicks for constant on or provides momentary activation and strobe 

through half presses 
 Two-position and removable pocket clip 
 Easily accessible lock-out feature with a half turn the tailcap 
 Waterproof up to 2 meters 
 Aircraft-grade aluminum body with anti-scratch type III hard anodizing 
 Stainless steel bezel provides protection from drops 
 Overheat protection ramps down initial output after one minute 

 














